We propose a novel approach to evolve the model through the update process based on the ensemble of possible model realisations that are fused together in a data driven way rather than assimilated under certain assumptions. Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL) is a learning-based technique, which provides a way to blend together multiple pattern information and select the principle spatial features that are more relevant to data. Solving the feature selection problem with MKL allows to combine spatial patterns that represent geological characteristics at different scales.
Introduction
Reservoir prediction are subject to vast uncertainties that are difficult to quantify, because they are spread through a range of modelling scales and a hierarchy of model descriptions and data types. Thus, stochastic uncertainty, which is commonly represented with a range of conventional geostatistical algorithms, accounts for only a marginal fraction of the overall model uncertainty and may lead to underestimation of the latter. Furthermore, parameter uncertainty, which can be traditionally inferred through an inverse formalism, is associated with particular model description/model equations, which represents one or another modelling scenario. Therefore, it is vital to develop new ways of integrating together the hierarchy of different plausible modelling scenarios to come up with more reliable predictions.
Another problem often occurred whilst tuning a model to data is related that the updated model though matched the data loses some important realistic features and becomes a worse predictor. Therefore, it is essential to control the model realism throughout the model update process to make sure it agrees with the initial concepts laid down as assumptions and all other relevant information.
The problem of integrating multiple model scenarios has been addressed with a number of approaches among which are ensemble-based methods (Evensen, 1994) and more recently -metric-based methods (Caers et.al.2010 ).
Methods
We propose a novel approach to evolve the model through the update process based on the ensemble of possible model realisations that are fused together in a data driven way rather than assimilated under certain assumptions. Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL) is a learning-based technique, which provides a way to blend together multiple pattern information and select the principle spatial features that are more relevant to data. MKL is not restricted to stationarity or other modelling assumption and establishes conditioning to all available data subject to the signal/noise levels in them. Solving the feature selection problem with MKL allows to combine spatial patterns that represent geological characteristics at different scales. MKL model of reservoir properties is updated through history matching in a Bayesian framework to infer predictions based on multiple matched models.
The problem of maintaining geological realism through the model update whilst history matching is tackled by using informative geological priors for a geostatistical model. Use of proper priors ensures that the evolved model realisations do not fall outside the plausibility model space according to the assumed geological concept. Informative priors are derived from natural analogues using machine learning classification/regression techniques.
Applications
Application of MKL approach to reservoir property modelling is demonstrated using synthetic Brugge reservoir case study (Peters et al, 2010 ). The case study shows how the MKL model is build based on the initial set of 104 realisations computed based on different geostatistical modelling scenarios and the associated 4D seismic data provided (see Fig. 1 ). Then, the MKL model is evolved through history matching to obtain the prediction.
Informative geological priors were built for different types of channelized depositional environments to establish multivariate relationship between channel geometry parameters. These relationships were derived from the modern river analogues using another machine learning technique -support vector regression. Informative priors restricts the evolving geostatistical model to the ones with plausible relation between the channel geometries (Rojas, 2014 
Conclusion
The work demonstrates a way to handle uncertainty by integrating multiple geological realisation, which represent different geological modelling description using a machine leaning techniqueMultiple Kernel Learning. The MKL property model is matched to production history to produce uncertainty prediction. Model realism is ensured throughout the model update by using informative geological priors.
